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In (Hal], the notion of mock cover was used in order to construct tamely 
ramified Galois coverings of curves, with desired group and branching data. 
There the curves were defined over an algebraically closed field, and so 
coverings of a given curve could be obtained via specialization, once an 
algebraic family of such covers was constructed. Here the technique is 
exploited to construct formal families of Galois coverings of more general 
curves. This yields Galois extensions of power series rings. In the case of 
curves over fields, the formal family may be constructed so as to descend to 
an algebraic family. If the ground field is algebraically cBosed of charac- 
teristic p, we again may specialize, and can obtain Galois coverings with 
desired “‘purely wild” ramification (subject to the condition that the 
ramification generates the Galois group). In the arithmetic case, we show 
that all finite groups occur over Z[ [t] J, and also over its s&ring Z,, [[t]] of 
power series holomorphic on ItI < Y. ‘Fhat construction uses local data 
obtained using techniques of [Sal; the patching and deformation use results 
of [Ha3]. 
We will use the following terminology: Let T be a domain and S =, T a 
finitely generated T-algebra such that no non-zero element of T is a zero 
divisor in S. The total ring of fractions of S may thus be regarded as an 
extension of the fraction field of T. If this latter extension is separable, call 
Tc S a generically separable extension. If in addition S is finite over T, call 
Spec S -+ Spec T a cover. Given a finite group G, a G-Galois cover (or 
simply G-cover) consists of such a cover together with a group 
homomorphism G -+ Aut, S which induces a simply transitive action of G on 
a generic geometric fibre. Call the cover (and the corresponding extension) 
Galois with group G if in addition S is a domain; in this case G is the 
automorphism group of S over T. 
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1. MOCK COVERS AND THE GEOMETRIC CASE 
We will consider a technique of building covers (and extensions) from 
simpler ones, by means of patching. Each of the patches, and the resulting 
cover, will have a degenerate tibre, called a “mock cover.” 
Let X be a reduced and irreducible scheme, and Z jx X a finite morphism 
whose restriction to each irreducible component of Z is an isomorphism onto 
Z. Then Z --ts X is called a mock cover, and the irreducible components are 
its sheets. A mock cover is in particular generically separable. If a finite 
group G acts on Z over X, then Z--t X together with the action of G is G- 
Galois provided that G acts simply transitively on each unramified fibre, or 
equivalently on the sheets. 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Suppose Z + X is a G-Galois mock cover of curves, 
and that Z, is a sheet. Then Z is connected if and only if G is generated by 
the stabilizers of the ramified points on Z,. 
Proof. Let a, ,..., a,, E X be the branch points, and let Gj be the stabilizer 
of the point on Z, above ai. Thus Z, meets y(Z,) over ai if and only if 
7 E Gi, and SO 6(Z,) meets 6y(Z,) over ai if and only if 7 E Gi. 
Now Z is connected if and only if for every sheet S(Z,) there is a sequence 
of sheets 
such that Z,-I meets Zi over some aji, for 1 < i < m. Write Zj = Si(Z,). 
Then Zjel meets Zi over aji if and only if the element yi = slC1, dj lies in Gj,. 
Thus Z is connected if and only if for every 6 E G there are integers 
1 a, ,***, j, < n and elements yi E Gji (1 < i < m) such that y1 ..a y,,, = 6. 
This is equivalent to asserting that the subgroups Gi generate G. m 
Given extensions A c S c T with A algebraically closed in S, call S c T a 
regular extension of A-algebras if A is algebraically closed in T as well. Thus 
in order that a cover of SpecA [ [t]] be regular (i.e., the corresponding 
extension is), it is sufficient that the fibre over (t = 0) be a mock cover. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let G be a finite group and H, ,..., H, c G subgroups 
which generate G. Let A be a Dedekind domain and fi ,...,f, E A non-zero 
elements which generate the unit ideal of A. Write Ai = A[f ,:‘I, 
Ui= SpecAi. Let Ai[[t]] cE, b e a Galois extension with group Hi. Suppose 
that theJibre over (t = 0) of Zj = Spec Ei is a mock cover Zp --t Spec Ai, and 
that Zf is unramlped over U, ~7 Uj, for j f i. Then there is a unique Galois 
cover Z + X = Spec A [[t]] with group G, whose fibre over Xi = Spec Ai[ [t] ] 
agrees (as a G-cover) with the disjoint union ZycG’Hi’. 
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ere (G: Hi) is the index of Hi in G. 
ProoJ: The disjoint union ZF(G’Hi) can be made into a (disconnected) G- 
cover of Xi by choosing a base point on each copy of Zi and choosing a 
corresponding set of left coset representatives for i in G. Thus the s 
are labelled by the elements of G, and g E G takes the “identity sheet” of Zp 
to the sheet iabelled by g. 
i #j, the pullback of Z$G’Hi) over A [f;‘fJ: “5 [It]] is a trivial G- 
the same is true over A [f; ‘fJ:‘, t]/(P)- So the correspond’ 
j) (i = I,..., m) induce, for each Y > Ii, a soberest sheaf of 
algebras over SpecA [t]/(t”). We thus obtain a ~orn~a~~b~e system o 
algebras over the rings A [t]/(P), for v > 1. Passing to the inverse limit y 
a G-algebra E over A[ [t]]. Let Z = Spec E. Thus Z + X agrees with Zi over 
Xj. So Z-P % is a cover, whose fibre over (e = 0) is a mock cover (bemg 
generically trivial). 
It remains to show that 2 is irreducible, or equivalently that its 
normalization 2 is connected. Let Zi be the normalization of Zj. 
identity sheet over (t = 0) of the G-Galois cover z,rr(G’Wf’ 
labelled by the elements of some generating set of Mi. 
ZFCGZHi) over Vi, and since the Hi generate G, Z is connected by I. B. 
Remark. Suppose that the Dedekind domain A is of transcen 
degree 1 over a field k, and that Zl (in 1.2) arises as the pullback of a 
ec A [t] (or more generally of Spec A xk C, where C is a curve of finite 
type over k). Then there is an &ale neighborhood (Y3 
line Ai (resp, of a point in C) and a Galois cover 
group G, whose formal completion at Spec A xk { JI} i 
follows from Theorem 4.2 of [Hal], applied to the smocsth completion of 
Spec A. 
1.3. COROLLARY. Let A be a Dedekind domain. Let be the set of 
positive integers n such that for every non-zero f E A, there is a cyclic degree 
M Gal&s cover of Spec A [f-l] [ [t]] w ose E h fb re over (t = 0) is a mock cover. 
Then every finite group generated by elements whose orders lie in S occzkrs 
as the Galois group of a regular Galois extension sf A (it] ]~ 
be generators of G, , of orders n,,..., n, E S. Let 
the cyclic group generated by gi. may inductively define (for 
RI) non-zero elements hi, gi E A an al~k cyclic degree Bi covczxs 
Y~-+SpecA[h;“J[[tJ] h w  ose fibre over (t = 0) is a mock cover with branch 
uch that hi = niCi gj and such that gi is relatively prime to dBi. 
+j gj, let uj=SpecA[f;“], and let Zi be the pullback of Yi to 
Spec A[f;l] [ It]]. On the closed fibre of the normalization of the 
stabilizers of the ramification points on the identity sheet generate 
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l.l), and all these points lie over Ui. So the normalization of Zi is 
connected. Thus Zi is irreducible, and hence a cyclic Galois cover branched 
only over Ui, though not over Ui n Uj (for j # i). By construction, f,,...,f, 
generate the unit ideal. Thus 1.2 applies, and yields a Galois cover of 
Spec A [[t]] with group G, and whose fibre over (t = 0) is a mock cover. 1 
1.4. COROLLARY. Let k be afield containing primitive n th roots of unity, 
for all n. (Of necessity, char k = 0.) Then every finite group occurs as the 
Galois group of a Galois regular extension of k[x] [ It]]. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 1.3, using cyclic extensions of the 
form 
z” = cF(a - t). 
Here Q E k is chosen not to be a pth power, for any prime p 1 n. 1 
Alternatively, to vary the branch locus and obtain new extensions, one 
could use patches of the form z” = a”-‘(a - tf(t)); heref(t) E k[t]. 
Actually, the existence of nth roots of unity is not essential. In charac- 
teristic p, for example, there are no primitive pth roots of unity, but we still 
have 
1.5. COROLLARY. Let k be an algebraical& closedjield of characteristic 
p. Then every finite group occurs as the Galois group of a regular Galois 
extension of k[x][ [t]], and also as a Galois group over k[x]. 
Proof. In order to apply Corollary 1.3, observe that every finite group is 
generated by elements of order prime to p and elements whose order is a 
power of p. If n is prime to p then k has a primitive nth root of unity; then 
use an extension as in 1.4. For powers of p, we may use Witt vectors: Let 
W= W,(k[xl[[tll[z,,...,z,-, I) be the truncated Witt ring of degree r, and let 
F be the Frobenius endomorphism of W. Then a cyclic extension of degree 
pr is given by the Witt coordinates of I;(z) - cP-rz - t = 0; here a E k[x] is 
a non-zero non-unit, and a, z E Ware the Witt vectors with Witt coordinates 
(GI, O,..., 0) and (z O,...,~r-,), respectively. (The generator of Z/p’ acts by 
z +P z + a, and the fibre over (t = 0) is a mock cover.) By 1.3, this yields the 
first assertion. 
By the remark after 1.2, G occurs over R [x] for some &ale extension 
k[t] c R. Since k is algebraically closed, we may specialize to a closed point 
of Spec R without extension of constants. Thus G occurs over k[x]. m 
Again, there was a great deal of freedom in the construction: in choosing 
the generators, the branch points, the elements a, and (when passing to 
k[x]) the point of specialization. Moreover, by instead using F(z) - 
f(x, t)“-’ z - t = 0, the branch locus can be varied. 
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On the other hand, with the construction as in 1.5, usin 5~~cia~i~at~on we 
obtain 
1.6. GOROLLARY. Let k be an algebraically closed Jield ~~c~ara~~er~st~~ 
P, let 5 1 ,..., C& E k be distinct elements, and let G be a finite group generates 
by m ebments of order p. Then there are (infinitely many) Galois covers of 
Ai with group G, branched precisely at cl,..., t, E A”, and with p-fold 
ramt$cation at each of these points. 
Moreover, this remains true if one more generally considers groups G 
generated by m p-groups HI,..., H,,, c 6, if in the conclusion one allows p- 
power ramification over each &. This follows by replacing the Witt vector 
construction by Theorem 1.2 of (Ha2], in order to obtain a family of covers 
with a given p-group as Galois group, and totaily ramified over a given 
(x = 0 
Observe also that the proofs of 1.4-1.6 still hold if k[x] is replaced by 
R [f-” ], for some finite extension R of k[x]-i.e., if curves other than the 
affine line are considered. 
Proposition 1.2 and Corollary 1.3 can also be applied in the mixed charac- 
teristic case, and we study this in Section 2. 
2. THE ARITHMETIC CASE 
Using the ideas of Section 1, we show how to construct Galois extensions 
of arithmetic power series rings, using mock covers. 
2.1. !?ROPOSITION. Let d be the ring of integers in a ~u~ber~e~d 
contains a primitive n th root of unity. Let G be apnite g 
elements d,) . . . . d, of orders n, ,..., n,, where each ni 1 n. Let 
such that hi is not divisible by a p th power for any prime p 
hi(O) = ali, for some non-unit at E B which is reiat~vely prime to n 
Then there is a regular Galois cover of Spec @[[t] ] with gro 
precisely over h 1,..., h,, with ramiJication indices t~~,~~~, n,, an 
flbre is a mock cover. 
Let e, =ala2 aI. a,, h,= 1, n, = 1. Fos 1 < i<m let 
+i hj(O). Thus e,,..., e, g enerate the unit ideal. For all i, let 
“1. The cover Z-t Spec&$[ [t]] given by z”j = hi is a Galois %zi- 
cyclic cover, whose fibre over (t = 0) is a connected msck cover. A~~~yi~~ 
Proposition 1.2 yields the desired cover. 
Since every simple group is generated by involutions (inasmuch as the 
subgroup so generated is normal and nontrivial), the construction in 2.1 
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yields Galois covers with any such group, regardless of which number field 
is considered. 
If the assumption on nth roots of unity is dropped, a given group can still 
be realized as a Galois group, though with less control over the branch 
locus. In order to deduce this using Section 1, we first show the following 
result, which relies on ideas of [Sal. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. Let p be a prime number and n a positive integer. 
Then for infinitely many primes q, there is a domain S which is a finite free 
Z [t]-aZgebra, Galois and cyclic of order p”, such that 
(i) the analytic space associated to S is unramiJied over the open unit 
t-disc, 
(ii) Spec S/(t) --f Spec Z is a connected Galois mock cover which is 
unramlped except at q (where it is totally ramified), and 
(iii) Spec S is 1ocaUy irreducible at every point of Spec S/(t). 
Of course for finite Z [t)-algebras, being free is equivalent to being flat. 
Proof. Recall that if A is an integrally closed domain containing a 
primitive p th root of unity i,, and a E A, then the integral closure B of 
A [a lip] is a cyclic extension, &ale at p E Spec A ifp E p and a EZ 1 (mod pp). 
In particular, since p E @‘-I, B is unramified over A at p provided a = 1 
(modp’). More generally, if A contains &, and a E 1 (modp’), then the 
integral- closure of A [a l/p’] is also cyclic, and ttale over any prime p 
containing p, since the extension A [a ‘lpi] c A [al’p’+‘] is obtained by 
adjoining the pth root of an element congruent to 1 modulo p’. Namely, if 
allpi has (inductively) been chosen to be congruent to 1 modulo p2, then any 
pth root of allpi is congruent to 1 modulop. Since the p th roots of unity 
form a complete set of residues modulo p2 for the elements congruent to 1 
modulop, it follows that some pth root of aI’@ is congruent to 1 modulop2. 
We now consider separate cases: 
Case I: p # 2. Let q be any prime which is congruent to 1 modulop’. 
The group of units in Z/p” is a cyclic group of order s =p”- ‘(p - 1); let m 
be a generator. The ring R = Z [cpn] is Galois and cyclic over Z of degree s, 
and r: CD,, ++ $J?, is a generator of its Galois group. This extends to an action 
on R[t] over Z[t]. By construction ms = 1 (modp”), so ms -p”k = 1 for 
some integer k. For any a E R [t] define (following Theorem 2.3 of [Sal) 
M(a) E a”s-‘~(a)ms-2 -. . 5S-2(a)m f”-‘(a). 
Thus 
M(aa’) = M(a) M(a’) 
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and 
M(a)” a - kp” = am*5(a)m~ ’ . . , ?.Y I calm a kpn 
= qa)m’- I ti(a)m’ 2 . . . ?‘- l(ay a 
= r(M(a)). 
Let 6(l) = y”” + p2&,,t E R [t 1: define the domain 
S:, = Rlr,y]/(y”’ --M(b)). 
and let S’ be the integral closure of S;. 
The extension R [t ] c S’ is Galois and cyclic of order p”, with generator 
a:-~ r+ 5’” J. Since M(b) = 1 (modp’), it follows that R(t J c S’ is 
unramified over (P), where P E R is the prime lying over p E 2. Since the 
elements r’(b) generate distinct prime ideals in R[t] for i = 0, l,..., s - 1, ir 
follows by Purity of Branch Locus [Na, 41.11 that R It] c S’ is ramified 
precisely over the union of their loci-and in particular not at (P, t). Observe 
that Spec S;/(t) and Spec S’/(r) define p”-cyclic mock covers of Spec R, and 
that Spec S’/(t) + Spec R is ramified precisely over q, where it is total!y 
ramified. Also, 2? [t] c S’ is ramified precisely over g(r) = r I;-:,: r’(b) and 
over p. Here g(r) is irreducible in Z(f) since it splits into a product of distinct 
irreducible conjugates in .I?! [ 1;,,,, t I. Also, g(t) does not vanish in ; I I < 1. 
Now the action of r on R [tj over Z [r] extends to an action on frac S’ over 
<i(f). Namely. since 
( y”b - k)p” = M(b jm b - kp’r = r(M(b)) = t( y”“) E frac S’. 
there is a well-defined Q(f)-algebra automorphism of frac S’ which extends 
r: Rjtj + R!rj and satisfies 
t(y) = yb -k. 
Here r remains of order s, since 
r”(y) =y”‘M(b) -k =I’. 
Since ymb -k E frac S’ satisfies the manic polynomial ,Yp’ - r(M(b)) over 
R[tl, y”b -k lies in the integrally closed domain S’. So r restricts to an 
automorphism of S’ over 21 t], of order s. Now 
ar( y) = a( y”‘b -k) = l$,, y”b -k = r&n y) = to(y). 
SO d commutes with r. Thus o and r generate an abelian group G of 
automorphisms of S’ over L [t]. Since (z fixes Rlf], no a’& = 1 for 0 6 i <pn, 
o <j < s, except (i,j) = (0,O). So G is the product of a cyclic group of order 
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p” with one of order s. Since S’ is of degreep”s over Z[t], this makes S’ into 
a G-Galois extension of Z [t]. So Z [t] is the fixed ring of G. 
Let $6 : St, -+ R be the R-algebra homomorphism given by 
t I-+ 0, y ++ jqq) = ql+mt.. * +ms-‘* 
This extends to a homomorphism 4’: S’ -+ R since S’ is integral over Sh and 
R is integrally closed. Then 
using ms - kp” = 1. So $’ o r = #‘, and @(r”(y)) = qV(u). 
Let x=y+z(y)+ .*. + r”-‘(JJ) E S’. Then for 0 <j <pn, 
so ~‘(u~(X))~sq’+“‘tm~-~ if and only if j = 0. Thus aj(x) f x for 
1 <j <p”, and hence oi(x) # aj(x) for 0 < i <j <p*. Let s, ,..., s,, be the 
elementary symmetric polynomials in x, (T(X),..., op”-i(x). The si are 
invariant under u, and also under z since x is and err = ru. Thus each 
si E Z[t]. Let 
s, = z[t,x]/(xP” -sIxp”-l + s2xp”--2 - *a* + SpnMIX- SP”). 
The defining polynomial is irreducible over Z[t] and splits over S’, since its 
roots are the elements uj(x) E S’, which are distinct and are conjugate over 
Z[t]. Thus S, is a domain. Identifying X = x, Q(t) c frac S, is a Galois 
subextension of Q(t) c frac S’, cyclic of order p” with group generator u. 
The integral closure S of S, is a finite Z [t]-module, and its spectrum is 
locally irreducible at every point. The restriction of u is an automorphism of 
S, so S is Galois and cyclic of order p” over Z [I]. Moreover S is flat. To see 
this, let m be a maximal ideal of Z [t], let A be the localization of Z [t] at m, 
and let B = A @mrtl S. By [AB], 
projective dim, B + depth, B = depth A. 
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But B is Cohen-Macaulay since it is normal and of dimension 2. So both 
depths equal 2, and thus B is a free A-module. Mence S is a flat (in fact free) 
I (t]-module. 
Since frac S is the fixed field of frac S’ under z, it fohows that frac S’ is 
the compositum of frac(R[t]) and frac S over Q(t). Since Q(t) c frac 
is Galois and frac(R [t]) n frac 5’ = Cl(t), it foll by Galois theory that 
actually frac(R [t]) OQtj frac S = frac 5”. Thus OzItl S c S’, as S’ is 
integrally closed. Hence Z c s/(t) is totally ramified at 4, and so Spec S/(t) 
is connected. Since S is integrally closed and Z c R is unramified except at 
p, it follows that R[t] Ozltl S[p-‘1 = S’[p-‘I. Thus qp-‘,g-‘] is 
unramified over Z [p-l, t, g-l], and hence the analytic space associated to S 
is unramit’ied over the open unit t-disc. lh also follows that 
Spec S/(t) + Spec Z is a Galois cover, cyclic of ‘order ;o”, since it is a 
generically separable fibre of a cyclic Gaiois cover. 
In fact Spec S/(t) + Spec Z is a mock cover. To see this, let #’ be as above 
and let 4 = 4’ r S. Since b(x) E Z and S is integral over S,, we have 
$: S + 12. Thus Spec S -+ Spec L [t] has a section over (d = 0). Being GaPois, 
its fibre over (r = 0) is thus a mock cover. 
Ht remains to show that Z [t] c S is unramified on (I = 0) except at q9 For 
this it suffices to prove the following: 
Claim. S is Ctale over (p, t). 
We conclude Case I by proving the claim. Let S, = Z[1],,,, Ornlll S and 
s; = R IfI OR:tl S’, where P Ip as above. We wish to show that S, is &ale 
over (p, k). Note first that Z [&, t] is of degree p - 1 over Z {t], while any 
ramification of the Galois extension Z [t]b,t, c SP has degree a 
So it suffices to show that the extension Z,,[&,, t] c S,[Zr,] becomes 
u~rarni~e~ over (p, E) after passage to the integral closure. Let @ be the 
completion of iZ,,[&][[t]J t t a i s maximai ideal, and let Speck be the 
normalization of an irreducible component of Spec(@ @zt5,,tl S,[&,]). It 
sufEces to show that A^ = 8, for then the integral closure of S,[&,] is indeed 
unramified at the prime over (p, t), and so SP is unramified at (pg t). 
e the proof of the claim, and of Case I, by snowing a = 8. 
n of A Omts,,tl R [t] is a direct product of copies of 8[$,n]1 
is unramified over (P, t) and has no residue fiel 
c 8[1&]. Since la  ^and &[iPn] (for 1 <i< E) are in 
closed, and since the extension 8 c 8[&,,] is cyclic of order qlnV1, it 
that R = 8[&(] for some 1 < i < n. If i > 1 then the integral closure of 
8’/(g) CA,/(~) is ramified over the maximal ideal jr. since the 
normalization of a mock cover is unramified, this is not the c 0 actual%y 
i = I, and R = 8 as desired. 
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Subcase (a): n = 1, p” = 2. Let q be any prime number other than 2, 
and let S = % [t,yJ/(y2 - qy + t). Then S is a domain, free over Z [t], and 
ramified precisely over g(t) = q2 - 4t, which does not vanish in ] t 1 < 1. Also, 
Spec S/(t) + Spec Z is a mock cover ramified precisely over q, where it is 
totally ramified and locally irreducible. So S is as desired. 
Subcase (b): n = 2, pn = 4. Let q > 0 be any prime congruent to 1 
modulo 4. The ring Z[i] is Galois and cyclic over Z of degree 2, the 
generator K of the Galois group being complex conjugation. This extends to 
an action of Z [i, t] over h [t]. Proceeding parallel to Case I, we define 
(folowing Theorem 2.4 of [Sal) the domain 
s;, = z [i, t, y]/(y” - (q + 4it)3(q - 4it)), 
and we let S’ be the integral closure of 5’;. Then S’ is Galois over Z [i, t] 
and cyclic of order 4, with generator a:y --f iy. Since (q + 4it)3(q - 4it) = 1 
(mod 4), it follows that Z [i, t] c S’ is unramified over (1 + i), the prime in 
H [i] over 2. Thus Z [i, t] c S’ is ramified precisely over the union of the loci 
of b = q + 4it and of x(b) = q - 4it, so is unramified at (1 + i, t). The 
spectrum of the residue modulo t is a cyclic Galois mock cover of degree 4, 
totally ramified over q. Also, Z(t] c S’ is ramified precisely over (2) and 
over the locus of the polynomial g(t) = bx(b) = q* + 16t2, which is 
irreducible in Z [t]. 
Now the action of K on Z [i, t] over Z [t] extends to an action of frac S’ 
over Q(t). Namely, since 
(y-‘g)” = b-31c(b)- ’ g4 = x(b3K(b)) = rc(y4), 
there is a well-defined Q(t)-algebra automorphism rc of frac S’ which extends 
ic: Z [i, t] --$ Z [i, t] and satisfies K(Y) = y-lg. Here K remains an involution 
since K”(Y) = rc(y-‘g) =y. Since y-‘g E frac S’ satisfies the manic 
polynomial X4 - b3ic(b) over Z[i, t], y-‘g lies in the integrally closed 
domain S’. So K restricts to an automorphism of S’ over Z[t], of order 2. 
Now 
m(y) = a(y-‘g) = -iy-‘g = lc(iy) = m(y), 
so 0 and K commute. Thus (T and ic generate a group of automorphisms of S’ 
over Z [t], isomorphic to the product of a cyclic group of order 4 with one of 
order 2. This makes S’ into a Galois extension of Z [t] with this group. 
The remainder of the construction is just as in Case I. 
Subcase (c): 12 > 2. Let q > 0 be any prime congruent to 1 modulo 4. 
The ring R = Z[czn] is Galois over Z, and its group is the product of a cyclic 
group of order s = 2”-’ and a cyclic group of order 2. The generator of the 
former is z: r2”--+ .$, and the generator K of the latter is complex 
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~~n~ugati~n~ These extend to actions of [t] over Z(t) Since 5 has order s in 
the group of units in Z/2”, k = 1 for mme integer K-. Let 
b(t) 2” + 4&t E R[t] and a = b2n-‘t’x(b)2nm’-1. In the n 
with - 5 (and following Theorem 2.7 of [sa]), define the 
% =~[4Yll(Y2” - 
let S’ be the integral closure of SA. 
s in Cases I and II(b), S’ is Galois over 
generator Q: y F+ & y. The extension R ft] c S 
locus of M(a), and the spectrum of its residue 
cover, ramified only at q, where it is totally r 
ramified precisely over (2) and the locus 
5:; &j(b) E Z Et]- 
of order 2”, with 
precisely over the 
actions of r and Ic on R[t], over Z[i, 1] and L /{2,z + &i, rig 
ely, extend to actions on frac S’. Namely, since 
(y5aek)‘“= M(a)5 aezflk = @f(a)> 
using the identity established in the proof of Case I, there is a well-define 
&(i, t)-algebra automorphism z of frac S’ which extends the original r an 
satisfies r(y) = ysawk. Using the fact that 1c7 = TX, 
M(a) Jc(M(a)) = M(a) M(K(a)) = hf(QK(Q)) = ~(~z~~(b)z~); 
so there is a well-defined Q(& + c;til, t)-algebra a~tomor~hism of frac S’ 
which extends the original K and satisfies I =yp1h4(brc(b)). the same 
computations as in Cases I and II(b), r and K remain of orders 5 an 
respectively. Since y5a-k and ~-~M(brc(b)) satisfy the manic polynomials 
~2” - ~(45 a -="k and X2” - K(M(a)), respectively, they each lie in S’, and 
so z and I& restrict to automorphisms of S’. Together with o, they generate a 
group of automorphisms of S’ over Z[t]3 viz., the full 
The remainder of the construction is as in Case I. 
Using this, we obtain the desired 
2.3. PROPQSITIQN. Let d be the ring ofintegers a ~~~ber~ei~, and G 
a finite group. Then G occurs as the Gal&s gro of a regdar G&i8 
~~ten~~~,~ o.f@[[t]]. 
POOJ.’ For 4 = 12, this follows from Proposition 2.2 and Corollary 6.3, 
since every group is generated by elements of prime power order. 
rings b, observe that Z c @ is ramified only at finitely many 
that a pullback of a connected mock cover of Spec Z is a c 
cover of Spec 8. So a desired Galois @[ ~~]I-algebra may 
first using 1.3 to construct a Galois extension of Z[[t]] with group G which 
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is unramitied at the primes pi, and then tensoring over Z[[t]] with 
@t[tll* 1 
Condition (i) in Proposition 2.2 allows us to descend the extension in 2.3 
somewhat. As in [Ha3], for Y > 0 let C,+[ [t]] be the subring of C[ [t]] 
consisting of power series with radius of convergence greater than r. For 
A CC let A,+[[t]] =A[[t]] nc,.+[[t]]. If r> 1 then H,+[[t]] = Z[t], while 
for 0 < r < 1 the rings Z,., [ [t]] “interpolate” between the convergent power 
series ring and the polynomial ring. According to Corollary 2.9 of [Ha3], if 
0 < r < 1 and A, B c Q satisfy A n B = Z, then given free algebras over 
4P13 and Br+lPll h h w ic are G-Galois and agree over AB[ [t]], there is a 
unique free Z,+[ (t]]-algebra which is G-Galois and induces both of them, 
compatibly. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. If G is afinite group and 0 < r < 1, then G occurs as 
the Galois group of a regular Galois extension of Z,+[[t]]. 
Actually, we will show more, including that the extension may be chosen 
to be regular, and also “purely arithmetic” (i.e., the corresponding extension 
of analytic spaces is trivial). Namely, we show, for any choice of r and G, 
2.4’. Claim. There is a finite free Galois Z,., [ [t]]-algebra R with group 
G, whose associated complex analytic space is unramified over ] t ] < r, and 
whose reduction modulo t defines a connected mock cover, at every point of 
which Spec R is locally irreducible. 
Proof of 2.4’ (and hence of 2.4). Let d, ,..., d, be a generating set for G, 
and N = #G. We may assume that each di has prime power order, say, p?. 
We prove the claim by induction on m. If m = 1 this follows immediately 
from Proposition 2.2. Assume the claim for m - 1. Let H c G be the 
subgroup generated by {d, ,..., d,,- i}, and write d = d,, p =pm, v = v,, . Let h 
be the index of H in G. By the inductive hypothesis, there is an H-algebra R”, 
over Z,, [[t]] having the properties asserted in the claim. Thus R:!(t) is &ale 
away from (a), for some a E Z ‘. Let Ry be the p”-cyclic extension of P [ t] 
guaranteed by Proposition 2.2 applied to p and v, with 4 chosen prime to a. 
Let R, =R: Oz[tl c4j z [It]] and R, = Ri Om,+lItll Z[4-‘lr+ [[tll- Then R?“‘” 
and R: are G-extensions of Z,,,[[t]] and Z[q-‘],,[[t]], whose spectra are 
locally irreducible and whose fibres over (t = 0) are mock covers. Moreover 
they are free as algebras. By Corollary 2.9 of [Ha3], they patch to form a 
free G-Galois Z,, [ (t]]-algebra R. Now Spec R -+ Spec Z,., [[t]] is locally 
irreducible along (t = 0), has a connected mock cover as its fibre over 
(t = 0), and is analytically unramified over (t ( < r. Thus R @E,+tttll Z [ [t]] is 
a domain. But this domain includes R, using that R is flat over Z,+[ [t]]. 
Thus R is a domain, and hence Spec R --t Spec Z,, [ [t]] is Galois, as 
desired. 1 
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